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The Guise is a dark, atmospheric, stealth action-
adventure/platformer game with fast-paced combat,
exploration, and manipulation of the environment.
When you enter the world of The Guise, you enter a
world of medieval fantasy and fairy tales. You play as
a human turned into a monster, and you must find out
what it is you are. You are compelled by curiosity to
open every door and to explore every secret. Are you
a monster or a human? To you the key to find out is in
the knowledge you gain from the many puzzles, a key
that you will obtain by interacting with the world
around you. Each of the many gameplay elements can
be explored, and you can play the game in any order
you want. And every choice you make while you play
the game has consequences you will have to face in
the future... The main character, Ogden, is an orphan.
It is early one evening and he has just gotten out of his
orphanage. He decided to disobey the rules and go in
a locked room. There, he put on a cursed mask. The
effects of the mask were almost instant. He had just
transformed into a monster. The last thing he
remembered was the horrified scream of his landlady
as he hit her in his beastly form. He fell into a trap,
and when he awoke, he saw the walls of his room had
vanished and he found himself in a ruinous forest. The
forest of illusions. The rest of the game takes place in
The Forest of illusions. It is a treacherous world, made
up of overgrown forests and battlefields. There are
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mysteries and dangerous experiments going on in
every corner, and while many creatures are kept
captive, some are free. You will travel through
landscapes full of adventure, and you will meet many
characters with their own personalities. Each of them
has their own story to tell, but the one you choose will
color your experience as you play. Combat is fluid and
brutal, close and fast. You are a beast, and you are a
killer. The combat system has over 100 different
moves, ranging from deadly weapons, to simple
stealth kills and traps. With the right moves, you can
take down and trap your enemies before you!
Furthermore, you have an infinite stamina, and you
have the ability to heal yourself of your wounds. You'll
encounter many different enemies and all of them
have their own ways to attack. Take the time to learn
their attacks and counter them. You'll have to think
carefully
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MONO. With his original music & sound effects, he has
created the perfect backdrop for a first-time musician
like myself. Ogden's soundtrack is inspired by late
18th to early 19th century romantic songs and their
characters, as well as those composed in a Mexican
musical genre called the typical. Features: Soundtrack
made by the composer of the game, Rasul Mono Some
items are visually represented with non-game music.
These include towns, items, and locked doors. The
Original Soundtrack The Original Soundtrack includes:
13 songs in mp3 format. In chronological order of the
story. The Original Soundtrack plays on any music
player on a computer or mobile device. Music from
Ogden's point of view, alternating between his
monster and human body. The Original Soundtrack
can be listened to with or without the game. Credits
RASUL MONO: Composer, Sound Designer, Music
Producer Scott Henson: Game Developer and Writer
Adrian Maxwell: Creative Director Sandy Witzler:
Creative Director David Peller: Art Director and
Conceptual Artist Glenn Dreisbach: Composer David
Pathe: Composer Anthony Vincent: Composer Antonio
Bernardi: Composer Cristina Bernardi: Composer
Heather Sowers: Music Producer Brandon LaBelle:
Music Producer Mikael Kianda: Music Producer Scott
Kardi & David Kepner: Co-Producer Shane Finlayson:
Mixing Engineer Mick Humbard: Mixing Engineer
Andrew Langdon: Audio Engineer We're very pleased
with the result, and would like to thank the many
people who have been involved in the making of this
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soundtrack: Rasul Mono for his patience and his
support. David Peller and Glenn Dreisbach for their
incredible work on the concept art. Sandy Witzler for
the music, and for allowing us to use the title track as
the opening track of the game. Heather Sowers for the
music, and for helping us to find a great track.
Brandon LaBelle for his help with the musical
elements. Adrian Maxwell for his support. Scott
Henson for his support, and for being a great game
developer. The Orphanage students who were
involved in the filming of d41b202975
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The Original authentic soundtrack for a dark fairy tale
metroidvania game The Guise.The Guise is a side-
scrolling action game that tells the story of an orphan
and his transformation into a monstrous creature.The
Original soundtrack is designed to enhance and to
accompany the original music.In the game, you can
access seven different locations, each with their own
special items.You can fight monsters, pick up
weapons, find keys, solve puzzles, and find your way
out.The game is not played in a linear way, so you can
choose which path you want to take.Available on
SoundCloud, iTunes, Bandcamp, Amazon, Google Play
and various other sites.This album is no longer
available, but the music is still being used in new
games. The Original authentic soundtrack for a dark
fairy tale metroidvania. Game created by Rasul Mono
and released by Zoome Game Studios Special thanks
to Konstantinos "Aristeides" Kallis for his sound design
and valuable feedback, and for making this soundtrack
possible.A big thanks to the artists and musicians who
were involved in creating The Guise game's
soundtrack. Without their contributions, none of this
would be possible.The Original soundtrack is no longer
available. The Original authentic soundtrack for a dark
fairy tale metroidvania The Guise, written by the
game's developer Rasul Mono.In The Guise you play as
Ogden, an orphan whose curiosity got the better of
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him. After disobeying the headmistress of his
orphanage and sneaking into a locked room, he gave
in to temptation and tried on a cursed mask that
transformed him into a monster. You will have to get
used to this new body, master monstrous abilities, and
try not to lose the last remnants of your humanity. You
have the advantages of bestial agility, monstrous
strength, and inhuman capabilities. But watch out in
this hostile world, almost everything is out to get
you.Gameplay The Guise - Original Game Soundtrack:
The Original authentic soundtrack for a dark fairy tale
metroidvania The Guise, written by the game's
developer Rasul Mono.The Guise is a side-scrolling
action game that tells the story of an orphan and his
transformation into a monstrous creature.The Original
soundtrack is designed to enhance and to accompany
the original music.In the game, you can access seven
different locations, each with their own special
items.You can fight monsters, pick up weapons, find
keys,
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What's new:

The Guise - Original Game Soundtrack is the debut album
released by The Guise, a band whose members come from The
Cradle of Filth and Krisiun. It was released on 18 August 2001
in the United Kingdom on Earache Records. Reception Critics
who have reviewed the album have generally praised its
production, but found its music to be "weak" and "generic",
though some have also noted elements of it as innovative.
Track listing Personnel The Guise Balthazar Getty - lead vocals
Misery Loves Coon - guitar Julius B. - keyboards, programming
Oliver Ashton - rhythm guitar Victor Griffin - bass guitar
Additional personnel The Astonishing Donald - cover design
Small Stumble, Ed Chiarino - assistant producer, engineering,
mixing, arrangement Steve Malley - mastering References
External links The Guise - Original Game Soundtrack at Discogs
Category:The Guise albums Category:2001 debut albums
Category:Earache Records albumsAll available playable
characters in Pac-Man Championship Edition 2! From A-KO, to
Repulse, Munch, Alice, Blue invader, Gold invader, good & evil
versions of Pac-Man, and more, you can look forward to the
addition of even more playable characters! Can you say mouth-
watering?! *Note* Pac-Mania has a split-screen display option.
We thought it'd be nice to share our upgrade history report
with you before we start v 1.03 any further and, who knows,
maybe even start a development diary of our own! So read our
test-run (improved graphics!) report to see how blood, steam
and tears flew out of our eyes when we heard Super Arcade Pac-
Man Champion Edition 2 was no longer just a pretty little name.
You can now play as any character in the game from the start,
and if you don't think that's enough, you can use the save
features to unlock even more from the start of the game. A-KO
will turn every new boss battle into a learning experience and
what is better than learning while destroying your enemies?
Mixture of 5 different game types. 12 different worlds to tear
through. Fight the bosses all over again and collect them to be
added to your Collection of the first Pac-Man Champion Edition.
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System Requirements:

-Supported OS: Windows 7,8,10 and Mac OS X 10.6
and later -Supported CPU: Intel Core i3, i5, i7, AMD
Phenom X2, Intel Core 2, Core 2 Duo -Supported GPU:
OpenGL 4.0 and OpenGL ES 2.0 is supported The
original game was created on a very limited budget
with only 2 man team. Three years later, the game is
fully developed with a huge team, the game is
absolutely bug free. We released the mod about
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